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American Horror Story
1984 Quiz 4

1. Five years after the events of Camp Redwood, which two ghosts kill anyone who trespasses on the
campgrounds, much to the frustrations of Ray and the ghosts of the 1970s counsellors?

2. After losing her last appear, what is Brooke’s fate?

3. Who tries to recruit Brooke as a disciple of Satan?

4. Margaret becomes a rich real estate mogul, renovating infamous murder locations. Who works with
her after surviving her murder attempt and marrying her?

5. What does a reformed Richter change his name to and where does he now live with his new wife and
son?

6. After returning home, he discovers that his wife has been murdered by Ramirez, who does Richter
give his son to, with the intent on taking revenge on Ramirez?

7. Who saves Brooke from death row by faking her execution?

8. What was the name of the future Camp Redwood in 1948?

9. In 1948, Richter's younger brother Bobby is accidentally killed by a boat propeller. Who does
Richter's mother Lavinia blame for Bobby's death?

10. When Richter returns to Camp Redwood in 1989 and encounters some ghosts, they confirm that
they are being terrorized by an unknown woman's ghost. Who does Richter claim the ghost to be?

11. When Richter meets with Lavinia, what does she tell him about the 1970 murders committed by
Margaret?

12. As preparations start for the music festival at Camp Redwood, which band is murdered by Ramirez
before they play?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Montana and Xavier
2. Awaits execution on death row
3. Ramirez
4. Trevor
5. Donald and Alaska
6. His sister-in-law

7. Donna
8. Camp Golden Star
9. Richter and the counsellors
10. His mother Lavinia
11. She manipulated Margaret into committing them
12. Kajagoogoo
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her after surviving her murder attempt and marrying her?
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6. After returning home, he discovers that his wife has been murdered by Ramirez, who does Richter
give his son to, with the intent on taking revenge on Ramirez?

7. Who saves Brooke from death row by faking her execution?

8. What was the name of the future Camp Redwood in 1948?

9. In 1948, Richter's younger brother Bobby is accidentally killed by a boat propeller. Who does
Richter's mother Lavinia blame for Bobby's death?

10. When Richter returns to Camp Redwood in 1989 and encounters some ghosts, they confirm that
they are being terrorized by an unknown woman's ghost. Who does Richter claim the ghost to be?
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Margaret?
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